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Simple Changes to Improve the Health, Security, and Safety in 

the Workplace with Contactless Technology & Automation  

 
Do you have biometric fingerprint or hand scanners?  What about the card readers 
or timecards?  How do you accurately and hygienically record when employees start a shift and 
report to work, and when they leave and clock out? COVID lockdowns and facilities capacity 
limits along with a long list of new sanitation requirements have changed the requirements for 
everyone. No doubt the workplace has always had room for improvement and the pandemic has 
provided the push for systemic change.   
  
We have learned a lot about sanitation and hygienics.  We know that germs left behind after 
touching things create dirty surfaces.  It’s not practical to sanitize after each use, and let’s just 
say that there is a major lack of hand washing which creates a good breeding ground for 
microbes of all types.   
  
Another area that has come to the forefront over the last few years is the ability to 
identify visitors vs team members. Unfortunately, between team members buddy punching, 
phantom punches and other internal scams, there are some expensive vulnerabilities that exist 
for the business operator.   
  
This white paper walks through a few important ways to mitigate your risk while speeding up the 
process. It’s an opportunity to better understand how you can put technology solutions to work 
in your operation.  
 

The four areas below outline things operators should automate when upgrading access to 
further protect the health, security, and automation for team members:    

 
Digital Pre-shift Screening (Symptoms Questionnaire) 
Every business should have a first line of defense to keep their buildings safer. They should 
install a HIPPA-compliant pre-screening application that can be deployed on any internet-
enabled device. This allows team members to quickly answer a few basic questions about their 
current health before entering a building and automatically alerts management when a team 
member exhibits a symptom and will not be coming in for their shift.  

 

Thermal Screening with Simultaneous Time Punch 
Install a self-serving thermal-ready timeclock. These types of systems can prompt the individual 
to don their face mask and even use face-matching technology to authenticate for a time punch, 
all with zero touching of the device. 
 
Remember, not all thermal screening devices are created equal. There have been many pop-up 
companies selling copycat devices that lack customer support, pose cybersecurity risk, and 
come pre-loaded with different languages. 
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Facial Recognition Time-Punch 
Using Facial Recognition to clock team members in is the purest way to authenticate anyone. 
The human face is unique, and it cannot be replicated. Even if someone tries to game the 
system by presenting a photo, the liveness detection algorithm can determine if it’s a real 
person or not, so buddy-punching is completely impossible to pull off without the actual team 
member being present. Remember, thumb and handprint readers are unsanitary and RFID 
systems allow for buddy punching.  
 

 
Systems Integration 
Finally, ensure the solution you adopt is integrated with your existing systems. This includes 
your Time & Attendance platform. Systems like UKG, ADP, PayCom and others have APIs that 
will accommodate Facial Recognition time punch and they have certified partners who they 
work with.   
 
Together, these tactics arm management teams with the tools that they need to reduce financial 
loss, keep areas more secure and keep employees safe. eClear® 360 uniquely combines all 
four capabilities, ensuring that businesses can future proof their operations for the next 
unexpected event. 
 
Furthermore, operations teams should look for turnkey solutions that can quickly plug into their 
existing systems and provide benefit in the era beyond the coronavirus. Scaling up operations 
into typical busier months will be essential to surviving in 2021. 
 
Learn more about how eClear can help automate your business’s needs at 
www.eclear360.com. 
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